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Abstract: A supply network comprises a set of production entities. Each production entity
is both specific and autonomous. Yet the production entities are collectively responsible for
procurement, manufacturing and distribution activities associated with one or more families of
related products.
Controlling the supply network requires integration rather than governance of the different
production entities. To this aim, the intelligent product concept is introduced. Intelligent
products, composed of an intelligent agent and an intelligent being, focuses on the suitability
for integration.
Intelligent products are robust towards disturbances or in general unreliabilities. However,
intelligent products don‘t provide explicit support for dealing with unreliabilities.
Taking decisions in an unreliable environment requires a trust relationship between the different
entities. The paper elaborates trust and proposes an architecture where decisions are based on
trust. Essential are expectations about the environment and the confidence in the correctness
of the expectation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A supply network can be defined as a holarchy(Koestler,
1989) of production entities collectively responsible for
procurement, manufacturing and distribution activities
associated with one or more families of related products
(Swaminathan et al., 1997). Supply networks are com-
posed by cooperation and by aggregation. (1) Cooperation
expresses the ability to use services of a connected entity.
(2) Aggregation models the organisational hierarchy at one
point in time. For instance organisations are divided in
several plants, plants comprise a couple of divisions, etc.
Both aggregation and cooperation relationships are sub-
ject to changes. Examples are new partners entering the
supply network, organisational restructuring, outsourcing,
etc.

1.1 Production entity

Production entities are units in a production environment
that deliver services. Services have to be understood in
a broad sense. Transport services, producing components
and repairing machines are only a few examples of pos-
sible services. Services are described by means of their
capabilities and constraints. For instance, truck transport
services can be described by the ‘transport’ capability and
by constraints like maximum height,width and weight of
the pieces that the trucks can carry.

Production entities are characterised by their autonomy
and specificity (Sauter and Parunak, 1999), as explained
in the following paragraphs.

Autonomy Autonomy is the ability to decide which
services to provide together with how, when and where

to deliver these services. Local decisions are typically not
without consequences at the level of the supply network.

In a typical supply network, production entities with
different levels of autonomy are present.

Specificity Specificity reflects the uniqueness of an en-
tity. Technologically and entity behaviour wise, it is very
difficult to model the different entities in general. Demand
variation, finite capacity, disturbances and policy changing
in the technological process makes forecasting and plan-
ning of production an unfeasible/inaccurate task without
having a deeper insight into the production entity.

This observation - entities are specific - builds on the
research teams experience with manufacturing control.
When a control system operates in a competitive envi-
ronment, overconstraining its options by oversimplifying
the world model is likely to be detrimental for system per-
formance. And, unlike in administrative systems, it is not
economically feasible to reengineer the production system
to fit the model of the control system. Hence, production
entities cannot be reflected in the control system by a
single generic model.

1.2 Overview

The paper investigates the design of a supply network
control system. The proposed design is such that the
autonomy and the specificity of each production entity in
the supply network is respected. Integration rather then
governace of the different entities is used to control the
supply network. Integration is explicitly tackled by the
intelligent product concept (Valckenaers et al., 2008a). The
intelligent product concept is elaborated in section 2.



Dealing with uncertainties in a supply network is primor-
dial as explained in section 3. Information is only limited
available and is errornous due to disturbances, malicious
behaviour, misunderstandings, etc. Trust gives a mean to
deal with the uncertainty.

An architectural pattern which can be applied in decision
taking process is described in section 4. Expectations are
a first class concept in this architecture and are elaborated
in more detail in section 5.

2. INTELLIGENT PRODUCT

A supply network control system is responsible for coordi-
nating the set of production entities. Supply network con-
trol handles the external factory logistics while interacting
with internal factory logistics (Sauter and Parunak, 1999).
Logistics management includes not only decision taking
but also and not less importantly, information handling,
monitoring and forecasting (Valckenaers and Van Brussel,
2005).

An intelligent product (Valckenaers et al., 2008a) is a con-
cept explicitly tackling the suitability for integration. Suit-
ability for integration concerns (Valckenaers et al., 2008b)
the use of existing and independent developed components
and subsystems to build larger systems(Valckenaers et al.,
2008b). Building the larger system is done respecting the
integrity of these components and subsystems.

The intelligent product concept is ideally suited to inte-
grate the different production units. Recall that supply
network control deals with several autonomous production
entity control systems. Each system is build independently
and collectively responsible for controlling the procure-
ment, manufacturing and distribution activities associated
with one or more families of related products.

The intelligent product concept can be understood by the
navigation analogy based on maps (Valckenaers et al.,
2007). In contrast to the fragility of route descriptions
(e.g. route descriptions are useless in case of unexpected
deviations due to route works), maps provide a robust
navigation medium. Some interesting properties of maps
are (Valckenaers et al., 2007):

• Maps model some part of the real world in a partic-
ular detail.

• Maps are robust relative to their correctness, us-
age/interpretation and completeness. Small errors do
not render a map useless; a skilled navigator will spot
the error and compensate.

• Maps are conflict free; multiple maps can be used
simultaneously. A route map can easily be used si-
multaneous with a tourist map. Google maps 1 is
an other example where multiple maps can be used
together. The user can switch between a route map,
a terrain map and a satellite map.

Maps do not offer a complete solution for navigation.
Navigation algorithms are still required, based on the map
technology.

An intelligent product comprises two parts, an intelligent
agent and an intelligent being. The intelligent being is
1 http://maps.google.com

responsible for representing the production entity (cfr.
map technology). The intelligent agent focusses on the
control of the production entity.

2.1 Intelligent agent

Researchers of the AI domain (Wooldridge and Jennings,
1995) introduced the concept of an intelligent agent:
an agent aiming to achieve human-level intelligence by
reasoning on symbolic representations of an abstracted
domain. In a weak notion, an agent has the following
properties (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995):

autonomy: agents operate without the direct interven-
tion of humans or others, and have some kind of control
over their actions and their internal state.

social ability: agents interact with other agents (and
possibly humans) via some kind of agent-communication-
language.

reactivity: agents perceive their environment and re-
spond in a timely fashion to changes.

pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to
their environment, they are able to exhibit goal-directed
behaviour by taking initiative.

Agent technology enables the system designer to create
a decentralised supply network control system. In this
control system each agent manages a production entity
autonomously.

2.2 Intelligent being

Intelligent beings represent the specificity (see section
1.1.2) of production entities. A production entity can
seldom be represented correctly by a fixed lead time model.
Typical services provided by production entities will have
variable lead times, caused by set-ups, the need to fit into
a suitable batch, state-dependent operation times, etc. For
instance, maximising utilisation of the truck capacity will
often causes longer lead times to transport goods.

Muli-models Verstraete et al. (2006) are used to model
the full life-cycle of a production entity. Multi-models
combine multiple models, supporting multiple formalisms.
Multiple levels of detail are supported depending on the
particular importance of the aspects to be modeled. More
information on the use of multi-models can be found in
Verstraete et al. (2006).

An intelligent being representing a production entity is
local to the respective production entity. Due to the confi-
dentially, it is not preferred to share the production entity
model to other entities. In order to support interactions
between the different production entities, the production
entity model can be queried via the intelligent beings.
Queries about the current or future states are possible by
means of what-if scenarios. For instance: if the packet is
shipped today, when will it then arrive at the destination?
The process of querying different production entities in or-
der to create a feasible scenario for producing a particular
good is called exploration.

The ability to answer what-if scenarios requires a short
term forecast. A short term forecast can be compared
with a gantt chart that is constantly kept up to date. The



consequence of disturbances are calculated and propagated
in order to keep the short term forecast reliable.

A production entity is not isolated. The future state of
a production entity is influenced by the orders placed by
other production entities. These orders determine mainly
the short term future. Future orders are represented by
orders. An intention reserved on the production entity
indicates a commitment towards the production entity, the
intention declares that a particular service will be required
at a particular time.

More information on the interactions between the different
entities can be found in Valckenaers and Van Brussel
(2005).

3. UNRELIABILITY IN THE SUPPLY NETWORK

Supply network control is subject to unreliabilities such
as:

• Production disturbances which propagate through
the supply network (cfr. bullwhip (Lee et al., 1997))

• Control disturbances caused by new decisions, e.g.
changing of service provider while being committed
to another service provider.

• Production entities intentionally providing unreliable
information in order to maximise their profit.

Intelligent products focus on suitability for integration.
Intelligent products are robust towards disturbances or in
general unreliabilities. However, intelligent products don‘t
provide explicit support for dealing with unreliabilities.

One research domain studying the unreliability of inter-
acting entities is the domain of trust (Sabater and Sierra,
2005) Josang et al. (2007). Research on trust investigates
how different agents are interacting in an uncertain envi-
ronment. The remainder of this paper elaborates on the
trust concept and explains how trust can be applied to an
intelligent product in the context of supply networks.

3.1 Trust

In literature, many definitions of trust exist depending on
the particular usage of the concept. Trust is an interdisci-
plinary concept; it is studied in sociology, psychology and
economy, amongst others. Trust gained also attention in
computer science with the introduction of online services.
Also in multi-agent systems it is a widely studied concept
in particular when human interaction or influence is in-
volved.

There exists two views in which trust can be defined. The
first view uses reliability as basis of trust. The second view
on trust focusses on the relation between trust and risk
Josang et al. (2007).

Reliability trust Trust is the subjective probability by
which an individual, A, expects that another individual,
B, performs a given action on which its welfare depends.

Decision trust Trust is the extent to which one party is
willing to depend on something or somebody in a given

situation with a feeling of relative security, even though
negative consequences are possible.

3.2 Trust inference

Trust inference determines whether an agent will trust
another agent in a given situation. The trust level is
determined based on evidence or logical premises.

A trust inference model ideally requires a couple of quali-
ties (Fullam et al., 2005):

• Accuracy: A trust model must be a correct predictor
of another agents future behaviour.

• Adaptive: Trust models must adapt to accommodate
for dynamic trustworthiness characteristics of other
agents.

• Quickly converging: Trust modelling algorithms must
be able to quickly create usable new models when
unknown agents enter the system.

• Multidimensional: Trust models must be able to dis-
tinguish between another agents varied trustworthi-
ness characteristics across multiple categories.

• Efficient: Trust algorithms must construct models
with minimal computational cost and time.

Trust inference is based on many different beliefs, evidence
or logical premises. Each of these beliefs are derived form
several sources. Some possible types of belief sources can
be distinguished:

• direct experience: the history of interactactions, pos-
itive or negative.

• categorisation: the relation between a group experi-
ence and an individual;

• reputation: other’s experiences influencing the trustiers
beliefs.

Examples of trust models are the model of S. March(Marsh,
1994), fuzzy trust models (Griffiths, 2006) (Falcone et al.,
2003), beta-binomial trust model (Klos and La Poutr,
2006), etc.

3.3 Context

Trust depends on the context in which the interactions
happen. Interactions in one context are not necessarily
meaningfull in other contexts. A context in which inter-
actions happen is determined by many variables. Some
examples of context variables are listed below.

• Service type. Some organisations can be trusted for
delivering one type of service but not for other types
(outside their core business).

• Entity role. Entities like suppliers, clients, etc. can
act according to different roles. E.g. entities usually
have a client and a provider role. In some cases, an
entity behaviour can differ depending on its role. In
every-day-life, persons can have a working role and a
husband role. It is clear that the behaviour in these
roles is completely different.

• Behaviour compensation. The expected behaviour of
an entity is not always the one actually executed. In
many cases an acceptable alternative (for all parties)
is chosen. Executing an alternative has less negative
impact on the trust profile. For instance, a customer



not keeping its declared intention, but executing an
equally or even better alternative, should not lead
towards a decreased trust level.

• Commitment. Commitment is a value indicating the
willingness/ability to keep an intention. The level of
commitment is important to indicate whether or not
the intention is accurate, independent of the other
context parameters.

Some variables are directly observable while others are
implicitly defined. The ”social” setting in which the in-
teraction is taking place may also give rise to expectations
which are not explicitly stated in the interaction itself. For
example, a buyer agent from country A might expect seller
agent from country B to deliver goods nicely wrapped in
gift paper. This clause may not have been specified in the
contract as it is a norm in the customers group.

Many current approaches (Marsh, 1994) (Sabater and
Sierra, 2005) (Josang et al., 2007) don’t have an explicit
support for context. Current approaches using context
information make use of the following schema:

(1) identify possible entities (entities capable of perform-
ing the desired service).

(2) for all entities, identify the context. In most cases the
context is defined by the contract parameters.

(3) locate similar (with respect to the context) situations
in history. If the context is not present in the history, a
context generalisation or specialisation is performed.

(4) calculate/retrieve trust level for all entities.
(5) sort and select the best trust level.

Context generalisation or specialisation is typically diffi-
cult to perform. For instance, one can ask the question
whether to trust a printer office in order to print an A0
sheet when having printed many high quality A4 sheets at
that printer office.

3.4 Evolving behaviour

The quality of service providers is not static. A print shop
that previously only had a low quality A0 printer may have
a bad thrustworthiness in the past but is currently very
thrustworthy as the printshop invested in a new printer.

The dynamism within the behaviour of service providers
is currently dealt by controlling the history of interactions.
All interactions older than a certain threshold are not
considered. This direct history control mechanism has
the disadvantage of non-selective. Some interactions are
indeed old-dated but others are still informative. When
the threshold is very big less informative interactions
will be erased but the history will possibly contain more
interactions which are old-dated..

3.5 Interaction pattern

Interactions between entities can follow to a specific pat-
tern. Some interactions apply to a known relation between
the contract and the outcome of the interaction. A specific
relation is the one to one relationship; the contract and the
outcome of an interaction is the same. For instance, the
actual delivery day is always the same as the delivery date
stated in the contract. Note that this relation expresses a
high trustworthiness.

In many cases the one to one relation does not hold.
Discrepancies between contract and outcome can be noted.
Systematic errors or tolerances are examples of discrepan-
cies. More complex relations are also common like condi-
tional relations. Depending on an observation or parameter
other discrepancies can be expected.

4. DECISION TAKING PATTERN

Agent need to take the unreliability of the available infor-
mation into account when taking decisions. In this context,
expectations about the environment are an essential con-
cept in the decision taking pattern. The Pinocchio fairytale
introduces the concept of an expectation and the relation
with trust. Pinocchio is a liar and on the first sight untrust-
worthy. However Pinocchio is very predictable. Whenever
he tells a lie his nose grows. The growing of his nose is
observable and can be related to his trustworthiness at
that specific moment. This relation can be modelled by an
interaction pattern (cfr. section 3.5).

This information makes decision taking much easier. The
ability to deduct a correct interaction pattern depends on
the fact that the observer interprets the growing of the
nose in a correct way.

In summary: taking good decisions based on information
given by another entity depends on the relationship be-
tween the entities. The better the entities are able to
interpret information the better decisions can be taken.
The result of an interpretation is called an expectation and
is a first class concept in the architecture. Whether or not
two entities are able to interpret each other well is reflected
in a trust measure. This section introduces an architectural

Fig. 1. Decision pattern

pattern which can be applied on different decision taking
processes. Figure 1 shows a module decomposition view
of the pattern. The squares indicate software modules and
the arrows have the ‘makes use of’ semantics. The different
modules and relations are elaborated subsequently.

4.1 Information module

Information is in many multi-agent applications essential
to ensure that agents take acceptable decisions. In a multi-



agent system, the available information consists of infor-
mation from both the environment as well as from inter-
nal knowledge. Internal knowledge originates from facts
observed in the past and information which is generally
know by the community of agents e.g. norms (Vasconcelos
et al., 2007).

The information module gives access to the external in-
formation sources, the environment, and manages this
perceived information. A part of the information can be
stored (cached) locally dependent on the type of agent.

Managing the perceived information includes updating
the stored information based on new observations and
forgetting old-dated information.

Note that the information module only reflects what is
observed. No interpretation of the perceived information
is involved.

4.2 Expectation module

In contrast to the information module the expectation
module reasons about the available information. The ex-
pectation module constructs the agents expectation ac-
cording to the available information. An expectation is an
internal model of a well defined part of the environment.
Expectations relate to the past, the present or the future.

The expectation build by the expectation module is not
a statistical expected value. An expected value may not
be expected in the general sense - the ”expected value”
itself may be unlikely or even impossible (such as having
2.5 children), just like the sample mean.

An expectation not only generates what is most probable,
an expectation gives also information about other less
probable options.

An expectation can be characterised by its accuracy and
its precision. Accuracy is the degree of how close the
samples are from a reference point. Precision givesan
indication on the variability of the difference between
the reference point and the samples. In the best case,
an expectation is accurate and precise. In practice it is
not always possible to generate an accurate and precise
expectation. There will often be a tradeoff between the
accuracy and the precision.

The tradeoff between accuracy and precision is determined
by the particular goal involved in the decision and the
alternatives considered in the decision module.

4.3 Goal module

The goal indicates the preference amongst the considered
alternatives. Examples are due-date performance for order
holons, work in progress, etc.

The preference amongst the alternatives can have multiple
representations. In its most simple representation the dif-
ferent alternatives are ranked. More usefull representations
will give a weight to each alternative indicating the pref-
erence of the respective alternative. Other representations
are possible but are outside the scope of this paper.

4.4 Decision module

The decision module selects the appropriate actions de-
pending on expectations and the particular goal. The pref-
erence amongst the different alternatives will be taken into
account together with the uncertainty and the previously
made decisions.

When taking decisions in an uncertain environment there
is an inherent exposure to risk. Choosing amongst alterna-
tives requires in some cases a tradeoff between the amount
of risk one wants and the expected performance.

In presence of uncertainty and risk it has no means to
switch alternative for a small gain. A small gain is not
measurable in case of uncertainty as the gain is bigger than
the measurement noise. The disturbance towards other
production entities can be much bigger than the potential
small gain (Hadeli et al., 2007).

4.5 Action module

This module is responsible for taking the appropriate
actions in the environment. For example, these can be
actions to intitate operations on the factory floor.

5. EXPECTATION MODULE

This section elaborates the expectation module. Figure 2
shows a component and connecter diagram of the expecta-
tion module. The different components available and the
information flow between the components is explained.

Fig. 2. Expectation module

Centrally to the expectation module is a prospect. A
prospect is defined as a foreseeable possibility; the poten-
tial things that may happen (see merriam-webster dictio-
nary). The prospect module builds prospects according to
the available information (from the information module).
A prospect comprises two important aspects; an inferred
model of the future and the confidence that this model is
correctly inferred. Each aspect is delegated to a specific
module; inferring a model of the future is handled by
the inference module. The correctness of the inference is
determined by the confidence module.



Both the inference and the confidence module are provided
with a history controlled by the history control module.
There is a need for a separate storage of each history as
other history representations are required. This to provide
the correct interfaces towards the inference and confidence
module respectively. The separation of the history rep-
resentation enables to tune the representation towards
the specific module in order to reduce the computational
complexity.

5.1 Calculate confidence based on trust

Trust inference as explained in section 3.2 is used in order
to determine the confidence in a particular inferred model.

Trust reflects here how good the truster infers the be-
haviour of the trustee.

When new evidence is available the level of surprise will
be calculated. The level of surprise measures the difference
of the expectation with the actual outcome. The level of
surprise is used to update the trust model.

6. CONCLUSION

Intelligent products are proposed as a concept to integrate
the different production entities in a supply network.
While being robust to disturbances, intelligent products do
not explicitly deal with the supply network unreliabilities.

Trust enables to take decisions in an unreliable environ-
ment. Without a minimum amount of trust, decisions are
taken blind and have a limited purpose.

The trust research community typically ignores the inter-
action patterns, evolving behaviour and sometimes also
the interaction context. In contrast to the application areas
in the trust community, supply networks require explicit
handling of these aspects. Known interaction patterns, the
evolving behaviour and context can be captured in an
expectation. The proposed architecture introduces expec-
tation as a first class concept. Trust is applied to reason
on how well an entity is able to interpret another entity,
i.e. how well expectations are build.
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